Race ahead of the
competition
Symantec’s Integrated Portfolio Solutions.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Symantec Endpoint Protection (SEP)
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#SpeedUpSecurity

Complexity is the biggest
enemy of Cyber Security

More Security
for

Less Cost &
Complexity
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Symantec’s integrated approach unifies
cloud and on-premises security to
protect users, information, messaging
and the web.
No other vendor offers a unified solution
that can orchestrate a response at the
endpoint that was triggered by the
detection of threats across web, email,
cloud and information gateways.
Partnering with
one trusted vendor means
one solution,
one contract,
one point of contact.
Less deployments, paperwork and
complexity. And more cost effective
than most multi-vendor solutions.

Symantec Endpoint Protection (SEP)

The most advanced endpoint security platform on the planet.
SEP coordinates threat detection and response, deception and hardening
functions to give visibility and control over the endpoint environment with
a single agent/ console. SEP works in conjunction with other Symantec
solutions and third-party products, via open APIs.
A Leader in
2018 Gartner
Magic Quadrant
for Endpoint
Protection
Platforms
A Leader in IDC
MarketScape for
Mobile Threat
Management

#1 NextGeneration
Endpoint Security
Market Share
Leader, EMA

A Leader in
Forrester Wave:
Endpoint Security
Suites, Q2, 2018
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Gartner Customer
Choice Gold
Award Recipient
for Endpoint
Protection
Platform

#1 Worldwide
Endpoint
Security Market
Share Leader,
IDC

Awarded “Best
Protection”
for Endpoint
Protection 3 years
running by AVTEST

The Top Player
in 2018 Radicati
Market Quadrant
for Advanced
Persistent Threat
Protection

The Top Player
in 2018 Radicati
Market Quadrant
for Endpoint
Security

Symantec is the world’s #1 security vendor
Its portfolio offers unparalleled protection and insight to reduce risk
and lower costs, from the cloud to the network to the endpoints.
SEP integrates with other solutions from the Enpoint Protection
family to form a multi-layered defense for on-prem, hybrid or cloud
deployments.

For the Corporate User

For the Mobile User

Combine SEP with Symantec Endpoint

Add Web Security Service (WSS) to

Detection and response (EDR)

your SEP deployment

Add an additional protection layer that

Apart from allowing business to control

exposes advanced attacks with precision

access, protect devices and boost

machine learning and global threat

network performance, adding WSS can

intelligence minimising false positives and

assure a secure navigation from any

helping ensure high levels of productivity

device. Complimenting this with CloudSoc

for security teams.

can assure safer navigation throughout

Roll out EDR across Windows, macOS,
and Linux devices using Symantec
Endpoint Protection (SEP)-integrated
EDR or a dissolvable agent.
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all these web applications that become
increasingly business critical such as
Microsoft Office 365.

For the Versatile User

For the Critical User

Compliment SEP with Application

SEP as a part of Symantec Protection

Isolation

Suite Enterprise Edition

Adding Application Isolation to SEP, will

Symantec Protection Suite Enterprise

assure that no corrupted application will

Edition combines SEP, Mail Security and

interact with any device.

Messaging Gateway to protect critical

It auto-classifies risk levels for all endpoint

users from targeted attacks, data loss

applications, shields known, good

or spam by applying multiple layers of

applications from attackers trying to

protection, to laptops, desktops and

exploit application vulnerabilities and

servers.

isolates any application where anomalies
are deceted.

Proactive technologies automatically
analyse application behaviours and
network communications to detect and
block suspicious activities.
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Integrated endpoint protection - Made easy

Additional Symantec Endpoint Protection Bundles

Advanced Endpoint Defense

Complete Endpoint Defense

-

Management console

-

Management console

-

Application control

-

Application control

-

Application Isolation

-

Application Isolation

-

Threat Defence

-

Threat Defence

-

Endpoint Detection & Response

-

Cloud Connect Defence
(to protect from potentially dangerous Wifi connections)

Speak to Westcon´s expert to find out
more about our capabilities to complement
your opportunities with training, support or
professional services.
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Why Westcon?
Westcon is the leading global technology distributor.
We know security.
And we know Symantec.

No one is better placed to help you navigate their
portfolio, programmes and promotions.

Add Westcon’s industry-leading Technical
Services and instantly increase stickiness for new
opportunities and returning customers.

Sounds good? Show me how Westcon and
Symantec can make security simple and
profitable.

DID YOU KNOW? Westcon constantly expands its vast array of Services
for Symantec. Professional Services, Education Services, Supply Chain
Services & Support Services - now including Embedded Support for SEP.
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About Westcon-Comstor
Westcon-Comstor is a value-added
technology distributor of category-leading
solutions in Security, Collaboration, Networking

Ready to
increase protection,
cut costs and
complexity?

and Data Center. We are transforming
the technology supply chain through our
capabilities in Cloud, Services and Global
Deployment.
Westcon-Comstor extends our partners’

Contact the Westcon Team
now and #SpeedUpSecurity
with Symantec.

global reach while providing the local expertise
needed to successfully navigate worldwide
opportunities. We combine expert technical
and market knowledge with industry leading
partner enablement programs.
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